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Pseudo Force

A pseudo force is an apparent force that acts on all masses whose motion is described using a
non-inertial frame of reference.
Such forces come in effect when the frame of reference has started acceleration compared to a non-
accelerating frame. This force is also called as fictitious force, inertial force and d’Alembert
force.
The force does not arise from any physical interaction between two objects but rather from the
acceleration of the non-inertial reference frame itself. Because a frame can accelerate in any
arbitrary way, the pseudo forces can be also arbitrary but only in direct response to the acceleration
of the frame.
Coriolis force, centrifugal force and Euler force are examples of pseudo forces.

Coriolis Force

Let us consider a reference frame S′ rotating with
a uniform angular velocity ω with respect to an
inertial frame S .
Let both the frames have a common origin O . Now,
let us have a moving body, B . The position vector
~r at any instant t will be the same in either frame
of reference.
If the body is at rest with respect to the inertial
frame, it would appear to be moving with a relative
linear velocity ~ω × ~r in the non-inertial rotating
frame.
Let the linear velocity in the inertial frame S be,

~v =
d~r

dt
(1)

Figure 1: Coriolis Force
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In the non-inertial frame S′, it will appear as,

~v′ =
d~r

dt
− (~ω × ~r )

~v′ = ~v − ( ~ω × ~r )

~v = ~v′ + ( ~ω × ~r ) (2)(
d

dt

)
S

( ~r ) =

(
d

dt

)
S′

( ~r ) + ( ~ω × ~r ) (3)

The relation (3) relates the rate of change of position vector in two frames of references. It will
also hold good for other similar vectors and may be expressed as an operator equation given by,(

d

dt

)
S

( ) =

(
d

dt

)
S′

( ) + ~ω × ( ) (4)

Using this operator on the velocity vector we get,(
d

dt

)
S

( ~v ) =

(
d

dt

)
S′

( ~v ) + ~ω × ( ~v ) (5)

Using equation (2) in (5), we get(
d~v

dt

)
S

=

(
d

dt

)
S′

[
~v′ + ( ~ω × ~r )

]
S′

+ ~ω ×
[
~v′ + ( ~ω × ~r )

]
d~v

dt
=

d~v′

dt
+

d~ω

dt
× ~r + ~ω ×

(
d~r

dt

)
S′

+ ~ω × ~v′ + ω × ( ~ω × ~r )

~a = ~a′ +
d~ω

dt
× ~r + ~ω × ~v′ + ~ω × ~v′ + ω × ( ~ω × ~r ) (6)

~a and ~a′ are the acceleration of the particles in the inertial and non-inertial frame respectively.
Since the angular velocity ~ω is uniform, we get d~ω

dt
= 0. Hence equation (6) becomes

~a = ~a′ + 2~ω × ~v′ + ω × ( ~ω × ~r ) (7)

The term ω × ( ~ω × ~r ) is the centripetal acceleration.
The term 2~ω × ~v′ is called the Coriolis acceleration. This term appears only if the body is
moving in the rotating frame.
A body when it is in motion relative to a rotating frame of reference experiences a pseudo force
called as Coriolis Force. The direction of this force is always perpendicular to the angular
velocity ~ω and the velocity of the particle relative to the rotating frame, ~v′.

Applications of Coriolis Force

i. Direction of Trade Winds: Due to heating of earth’s surface, the air in contact with it
also gets heated and rises up. The cooler air from the north and the south rushes towards
the equator.
In the northern hemisphere, the air instead of following the north-south direction is deflected
towards right i.e. west due to Coriolis force. This give rise to north-west trade winds.
Similarly, in the southern hemisphere, the south-north winds are deflected towards east
giving rise to south-east trade winds.
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ii. Cyclones: Whenever a region of low pressure arises, the air from the surrounding areas
rushes towards it. The Coriolis force deflects this air to its right giving rise to a clockwise
rotation in the low pressure zone.
This leads to formation of cyclones in the region. The pressure continues till the thrust due
to pressure difference is balanced by the thrust due to Coriolis force.

iii. Greater Erosion of the Right Bank of Rivers: The water of the rivers experiences
Coriolis force towards its right. This leads to the faster erosion of the right bank leading to
make it more steeper than the left bank.

iv. Gulf Stream: The warm Gulf Stream (originating in Gulf of Mexico) flows from south to
north and deflects towards the east thereby producing a temperature effect on the climate
of some countries of Europe.

v. Firing of a Missile: The path of supersonic missiles is deviated due to Coriolis force.
Hence its effect is taken into account in calculating the direction of the target.
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